Add your comments here: In the wake of the devastation we've seen with the wildfires we have endured this last season, I find it hard pressed to see how closing road's are in anyway going to benefit us in the future. In fact we have seen it time and again how important it is to have these infrastructures in place for easy access to battle the on-slot of mismanaged wildfires, and in light of the idea coming forth from the USFS, ( How this is going to be the new norm,) then you yourself should be thinking of how important it is to have easy access to the forest for maintenance and prevention of the build up of fuels, Further more, without data on soil loss, without enough facts on the subject , i see cause for concern that a new tactic, for yet another agenda is being pushed forth,

responsible for the detriment that we find our-self in on the health of our national forest, falls on you and the failed policy of this department, closures of roads by any governing body other than "a municipality or county" is criminal.

A concerned citizen
Cindy Luelling
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